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Discovery of a New Threat Vector While one of first publicized denial-of-service (DoS) attacks appeared in February 2000 when a 15-yearold Canadian flooded the servers1 of various online retailers, including Amazon and eBay, the tools and techniques to execute such a salvo were being researched and developed for years prior. In fact, the CERT division of Carnegie Mellon University’s Software Engineering Institute (SEI) published a 1997 report identifying the potential threats of DoS attacks.2 CERT, which is federally funded by the U.S. Departments of Defense and Homeland Security, summarized the three basic DoS attack types of the time as: • Consumption of scarce, limited, or non-renewable resources • Destruction or alteration of configuration information • Physical destruction or alteration of network components In this context, the resources noted include essential bandwidth, memory, disk space, network connectivity, power, climate control and even power. The other two attack types are in line with what we’d expect in modern use cases. The DoS findings marked a critical and historic point in cyber threats; every industry still fights these basic concepts today. As cybersecurity defenses improved, the tactic evolved to a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack model. This approach helped obfuscate attack sources and empowered threat actors with a near limitless army of botnet machines. This led to endless attacks — from every region, every source and against every layer.



CERT



Did you know that the “CERT” in Carnegie Mellon University’s CERT division is not an acronym? Even though the university’s program was the first computer security incident response team, the name does not stand for “computer emergency response/



vs.



CERT



readiness team,” a common misconception. CERT’s simply a name and a registered service mark of Carnegie Mellon University.* The group also has no affiliation with US-CERT, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s official cyber readiness organization.



* “CERT Division Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ).” Carnegie Mellon University: Software Engineering Institute. Accessed October 5, 2016. http://www.cert.org/faq/index.cfm.



1 “Denial of Service Attack (DoS Attack).” Encyclopedia Britannica Online. Accessed October 04, 2016. https://www.britannica.com/topic/denial-ofservice-attack. 2 “Denial of Service Attacks (Published 1997).” Denial of Service (Published 1997). Accessed October 04, 2016. http://www.cert.org/information-for/ denial_of_service.cfm.
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DDoS Attacks Find New Vectors, Victims Brian Krebs is no stranger to cyberattacks. He’s been threatened with law suits. He’s been framed. He’s been “swatted.” And in September 2016, the noted cybersecurity journalist was the victim of one of the largest DDoS attacks on record: 620 Gbps.3



SEP 2016



Journalist was the victim of one of the largest DDoS attacks on record.



620



Gbps



“Martin McKeay, Akamai’s senior security advocate, said the largest attack the company had seen previously clocked in earlier this year at 363 Gbps,” Krebs wrote as he documented the incident. While standard DDoS attacks use some form of DNS reflection to control large numbers of unmanaged online devices to do their malicious bidding, Krebs noted that the responsible party may have leveraged generic routing encapsulation (GRE) to power the DDoS attack that took down his site. According to Incapsula, “GRE is a communication protocol used to establish a direct, point-to-point connection between network nodes. Being a simple and effective method of transporting data over a public network, such as the Internet, GRE lets two peers share data they wouldn’t be able to share over the public network itself.” This means that the hackers didn’t spoof the source of their botnet. Rather, through GRE, they leveraged a never-before-seen army of compromised IoT-based devices (e.g., webcams, security controls, etc.) to flood Krebs’ server with record traffic.



The assault was so damaging, it not only took down Krebs’ site — krebsonsecurity.com — but Akamai told Krebs, a pro bono customer for more than four years, that he had two hours to move his site off their network. The historic DDoS attack was certainly having a trickle-down effect on Akamai’s paying customers.4



3 Krebs, Brian. “KrebsOnSecurity Hit With Record DDoS.” KrebsOnSecurity. September 21, 2016. http://krebsonsecurity.com/2016/09/krebsonsecurityhit-with-record-ddos/. 4 Perez, Roi. “Krebs Dropped by Akamai for Record DDoS Attack, OVH Suffers 1100 Gbps DDoS.” SC Magazine UK. September 23, 2016. http://www. scmagazineuk.com/krebs-dropped-by-akamai-for-record-ddos-attack-ovh-suffers-1100-gbps-ddos/article/524556/.
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As a result, Krebs moved to Google’s free service, Project Shield, which is designed to protect journalists’ and news outlets’ freedom of online expression from DDoS attacks. In a follow-up story, Krebs later uncovered a portion of the compromised IoT devices, including manufacturers and model numbers, that are unprotected with default or weak passwords and are being illegally used in global DDoS assaults.5 “The malware, dubbed Mirai, spreads to vulnerable devices by continuously scanning the Internet for IoT systems protected by factory default usernames and passwords,” Krebs said. “In all, there are 68 username and password pairs in the botnet source code,” he said. “However, many of those are generic and used by dozens of products, including routers, security cameras, printers and digital video recorder (DVRs).”



COMPROMISED



IoT DEVICES



IN MASSIVE GLOBAL



BOTNET



Username/Password



Manufacturer



Link to Supporting Evidence



admin/123456



ACTi IP Camera



https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-cameras-default-passwords-directory



root/anko



ANKO Products DVR



http://www.cctvforum.com/viewtopic.php?f=3&t=44250



root/pass



Axis IP Camera, et. al



http://www.cleancss.com/router-default/Axis/0543-001



root/vizxv



Dahua Camera



http://www.cam-it.org/index.php?topic=5192.0



root/888888



Dahua DVR



http://www.cam-it.org/index.php?topic=5035.0



root/666666



Dahua DVR



http://www.cam-it.org/index.php?topic=5035.0



root/7ujMko0vizxv



Dahua IP Camera



http://www.cam-it.org/index.php?topic=9396.0



root/7ujMko0admin



Dahua IP Camera



http://www.cam-it.org/index.php?topic=9396.0



666666/666666



Dahua IP Camera



http://www.cleancss.com/router-default/Dahua/DH-IPC-HDW4300C



root/dreambox



Dreambox TV receiver



https://www.satellites.co.uk/forums/threads/reset-root-password-plugin.101146/



root/zlxx



EV ZLX Two-way Speaker?



?



root/juantech



Guangzhou Juan Optical



https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=11114012



root/xc3511



H.264 - Chinese DVR



http://www.cctvforum.com/viewtopic.php?f=56&t=34930&start=15



root/hi3518



HiSilicon IP Camera



https://acassis.wordpress.com/2014/08/10/i-got-a-new-hi3518-ip-camera-modules/



root/klv123



HiSilicon IP Camera



https://gist.github.com/gabonator/74cdd6ab4f733ff047356198c781f27d



root/klv1234



HiSilicon IP Camera



https://gist.github.com/gabonator/74cdd6ab4f733ff047356198c781f27d



root/jvbzd



HiSilicon IP Camera



https://gist.github.com/gabonator/74cdd6ab4f733ff047356198c781f27d



root/admin



IPX-DDK Network Camera



http://www.ipxinc.com/products/cameras-and-video-servers/network-cameras/



root/system



IQinVision Cameras, et. al



https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-cameras-default-passwords-directory



admin/meinsm



Mobotix Network Camera



http://www.forum.use-ip.co.uk/threads/mobotix-default-password.76/



root/54321



Packet8 VOIP Phone, et. al



http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:W1phozQZURUJ:community.freepbx.org/t/packet8-atas-phones/4119+&cd=2



root/00000000



Panasonic Printer



https://www.experts-exchange.com/questions/26194395/Default-User-Password-for-Panasonic-DP-C405-Web-Interface.html



root/realtek



RealTek Routers



admin/1111111



Samsung IP Camera



https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-cameras-default-passwords-directory



root/xmhdipc



Shenzhen Anran Security Camera



https://www.amazon.com/MegaPixel-Wireless-Network-Surveillance-Camera/product-reviews/B00EB6FNDI



admin/smcadmin



SMC Routers



http://www.cleancss.com/router-default/SMC/ROUTER



root/ikwb



Toshiba Network Camera



http://faq.surveillixdvrsupport.com/index.php?action=artikel&cat=4&id=8&artlang=en



ubnt/ubnt



Ubiquiti AirOS Router



http://setuprouter.com/router/ubiquiti/airos-airgrid-m5hp/login.htm



supervisor/supervisor



VideoIQ



https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-cameras-default-passwords-directory



root/



Vivotek IP Camera



https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-cameras-default-passwords-directory



admin/1111



Xerox printers, et. al



https://atyourservice.blogs.xerox.com/2012/08/28/logging-in-as-system-administrator-on-your-xerox-printer/



root/Zte521



ZTE Router



http://www.ironbugs.com/2016/02/hack-and-patch-your-zte-f660-routers.html



Source: krebsonsecurity.com



After the digital dust settled, Krebs believed (but can’t yet prove) the assault was in response to an in-depth story detailing the illegal behaviors of vDOS, an Israeli-based DDoS-as-a-Service offering.6 For a short time, it was the largest DDoS attack in history. A few days later, however, SC Magazine reported7 that European Web hosting vendor OVH confirmed it fought a DDoS attack that neared and may have surpassed 1 Tbps.



5 Krebs, Brian. “Who Makes the IoT Things Under Attack?” KrebsOnSecurity. October 3, 2016. https://krebsonsecurity.com/2016/10/who-makes-the-iotthings-under-attack/. 6 Krebs, Brian. “Israeli Online Attack Service ‘vDOS’ Earned $600,000 in Two Years.” KrebsOnSecurity. September 8, 2016. http://krebsonsecurity. com/2016/09/israeli-online-attack-service-vdos-earned-600000-in-two-years/. 7 Perez, Roi. “Krebs Dropped by Akamai for Record DDoS Attack, OVH Suffers 1100 Gbps DDoS.” SC Magazine UK. September 23, 2016. http://www. scmagazineuk.com/krebs-dropped-by-akamai-for-record-ddos-attack-ovh-suffers-1100-gbps-ddos/article/524556/.
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Rio Olympics endure massive attack Krebs and OVH weren’t alone in the crosshairs of massive DDoS attacks. Threat actors targeted the Rio Olympics — specifically publicly facing sites and partner organizations — with advanced IoT-based DDoS attacks that hit peaks of 540 Gbps. Until the massive attacks on Krebs and OVH, it was one of the most advanced operations in history. According to SecurityWeek, the attack was fueled by “LizardStresser,” a DDoS exploit kit infamous for leveraging poorly secured IoT devices to create a wide-scale botnet.8 “The Olympics-related DDoS attacks used UDP reflection/amplification vectors to power a large portion of the attack volume,” said SecurityWeek writer Ionut Arghire. “DNS, chargen, NTP, and SSDP were the main vectors, but direct UDP packet-flooding, SYN-flooding, and application-layer attacks targeting Web and DNS services were also observed.” Thankfully, security and IT teams managing the Rio Olympics online properties were able to mitigate the attacks without much public coverage. They were prepared, strategic and diligent in stopping the attacks. But it was very much a choice to be proactive.



DDoS attack could take down 911 service In a recent proof-of-concept exercise, researchers from Ben-Gurion University in Israel discovered that malware could be deployed on mobile devices to create a botnet that could easily take down 911 emergency response phone systems. The university’s Cybersecurity Research Center published a report9 that outlines how a threat actor could exploit cellular network protocols to launch an anonymous telephony denial-of-service (TDoS) attack against the critical infrastructure that makes the emergency 911 services possible. Co-authored by Mordechai Guri, Yisroel Mirsky and Yuval Elovici, the paper explains how a “a rootkit placed within the baseband firmware of a mobile phone can mask and randomize all cellular identifiers, causing the device to have no genuine identification within the cellular network. Such anonymized phones can issue repeated emergency calls that cannot be blocked by the network or the emergency call centers, technically or legally.” The team’s findings, outlined in the 15-page report, were submitted to the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) before being published publicly in September 2016.10 “By simulating attacks on current 911 infrastructure, we found that just 6K bots are sufficient to significantly compromise the availability of a state’s 911 services (and the deployment of only 200K bots can jeopardize services across the entire US),” the researchers reported.



8 Arghire, Ionut. “IoT Botnet Targets Olympics in 540Gbps DDoS Attacks.” Security Week. August 1, 2016. http://www.securityweek.com/iot-botnet-targetsolympics-540gbps-ddos-attacks. 9 Guri, Mordechai, Yisroel Mirsky, and Yuval Elovici. 9-1-1 DDoS: Threat, Analysis and Mitigation. Technical paper. Cyber-Security Research Center, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev. 10 Zetter, Kim. “How America’s 911 Emergency Response System Can Be Hacked.” The Washington Post, September 9, 2016. https://www.washingtonpost. com/news/the-switch/wp/2016/09/09/how-americas-911-emergency-response-system-can-be-hacked/.
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Understanding the True Costs of a DDoS Attack Media coverage is omnipresent. But do DDoS attacks have any real-world financial ramifications? Depends on the business or industry, but the short answer is yes. The Ponemon Institute published an in-depth 2016 study detailing the financial costs associated with DDoS attacks. The report, “Cost of Denial of Service Attacks,” found a large range of losses from various organizations. However, over the five-year span between 2011 and 2015, the related costs of a DDoS attack increased 31 percent.11 The highest cost associated with a DDoS attack was $2.35 million. That said, larger data breaches (e.g., Target, Home Depot) that fell outside of these parameters saw much greater losses. Each security event is unique, so it’s difficult to correlate threat types to actual dollars.



28%



PONEMON:



27% REVENUE LOSSES



PERCENTAGE COST CONSEQUENCES of a



DDoS ATTACK



25% 31% DISRUPTION TO NORMAL OPERATIONS



21% 19% LOST USER PRODUCTIVITY



15% 14% TECHNICAL SUPPORT



11% 9% DAMAGE OR THEFT OF IT ASSETS



HP STUDIES



EMERSON STUDIES Source: Ponemon Institute



Figure 1: The Ponemon Institute details the cost breakdown of a DDoS attack. In this study, Ponemon studied use case sample data from two sources: Emerson Network Power (light blue) and Hewlett Packard (dark blue). Ponemon studied sample data from Emerson Network Power (light blue) and complementary data from a separate report, “2015 Cost of Cyber Crime Study: United States,” compliments of Hewlett Packard (dark blue).12



11 2016 Cost of Denial of Service Attacks Report: A Special Analysis for Emerson Network Power. Ponemon Institute. May 2016. http://www. emersonnetworkpower.com/en-US/Resources/Market/Data-Center/Latest-Thinking/Ponemon/Pages/2016-Cost-of-Denial-of-Service-Attacks-Report. aspx. 12 2015 Cost of Cyber Crime Study: United States. Report. Ponemon Institute. October 9, 2015. http://www.ponemon.org/blog/2015-cost-of-cyber-crimeunited-states.
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While the Ponemon data set is limited (302 total samples), the findings interestingly align with each other despite being sourced from two completely different studies. Unsurprisingly, the severity of DDoS attacks, noted Ponemon, is largely based on the existence of a data center and if there was a partial or total outage. For the latter, the average cost of a DDoS attack was $610,300 per incident. An alternate September 2016 study by Kaspersky Labs found the cost of each cyberattack (including malware, phishing, DDoS, etc.) to be an average of $861,000 for a large organization.13 On average, a DDoS attack results in 17 hours of effective downtime, according to a 2016 IDG study, commissioned by A10 Networks.14 The true financial impact of DDoS is difficult to measure because performance degradation and blocked services can go undetected without protection monitoring in place. In fact, many environments are breached with a barrage of weapons and attack vectors, so linking specific dollars to exact exploits proves to be difficult. Many environments are breached with a barrage of weapons and attack vectors, so linking specific dollars to exact exploits proves to be difficult.



It’s worth noting that threat actors often use DDoS attacks as misdirection to help them execute an illegal operation (e.g., a breach then data exfiltration) with a different, more lucrative agenda.



13 Correa, Danielle. “Cyber-attacks Now Cost Enterprises US $861K per Security Incident.” SC Magazine, September 14, 2016. http://www.scmagazine. com/cyber-attacks-now-cost-enterprises-us-861k-per-security-incident/article/522461/. 14 IDG Connect DDoS Survey: As Attacks Intensify DDoS Defenses Require New Strategies. Report. IDG Connect. June 2016.
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Wrong-Way Trending DDoS attacks are in such widespread use that it’s practically a household term. The motives for why threat actors or criminal organizations leverage DDoS attacks to take down enterprises, online retailers, services providers, gaming networks or government services vary. The only concrete fact is that they are only growing in number, size, duration and sophistication.



YoY threats According to the Verisign DDoS Trends Report for the second quarter of 2016, the number of DDoS attacks increased by 75 percent year over year.15 Akamai’s State of the Internet study found even larger growth, stating that the first quarter for 2016 witnessed a 125 percent year-over-year increase in total DDoS attacks.16



15



Organizations face an average of



DDoS attacks a year



IDG noted that the typical company is hit with 15 DDoS attacks per year; a third was a victim of more than 25 attacks.17 The same research indicates that DDoS protection decisions are driven by security executives or directors, not network teams.



Raw scale While the number of attacks is growing, the more concerning trends are the raw scale and how DDoS attacks are being leveraged in more creative manners against victims. The second half of 2016 saw new records for DDoS size, easily pushing past 600 Gbps thresholds. The attacks on Brian Krebs and Web hoster vendor OVH topped the list. Were these cases outliers or just the beginning of something more? In either case, do organizations have recourse as these advanced DDoS attacks speed toward the 1 Tbps threshold?



15 Distributed Denial of Service Trends Report. Verisign. Summer 2016. https://www.verisign.com/en_US/security-services/ddos-protection/ddos-report/ index.xhtml. 16 “Record Number of 100 Gbps DDoS Attacks Hit in Q1 2016: Akamai.” SecurityWeek, June 7, 2016. http://www.securityweek.com/record-number-100gbps-ddos-attacks-hit-q1-2016-akamai. 17 IDG Connect DDoS Survey: As Attacks Intensify DDoS Defenses Require New Strategies. Report. IDG Connect. June 2016. https://www.a10networks. com/sites/default/files/A10-MS-23175-EN.pdf.
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Thunder TPS Mitigates Multi-Vector DDoS Attacks There is an undeniable increasing trend in DDoS attacks in terms of frequency, size and complexity. Likewise, organizations are increasingly dependent on the availability of their services, and on their ability to connect to the Internet. Downtime results in immediate revenue loss, brand damage and additional employee labor for mitigation. To easily integrate into various networking architectures, a flexible, vendor-neutral DDoS mitigation solution is required: A10 Thunder TPS. A10 Networks Thunder TPS provides agile, efficient and network-wide protection against the full spectrum of DDoS attacks. This includes the challenging multi-vector attacks that use a combination of high-rate volumetric or network protocol attacks and more sophisticated application attacks. • Protects against the full attack spectrum • Allows you to address increasing attack scale and complexity • Delivers mitigation solutions that are customizable to meet the specific requirements of your organization To learn how A10 Thunder TPS can detect and mitigate DDoS attacks against your organization, please contact one of our cyber security experts.
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